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Introduction

Detecting and localizing damages for monitoring the integrity of structural and mechanical systems are topics of growing interest due to the aging of many engineering constructions and structures and to increased safety norms. Automatic global vibration-based structural health monitoring (SHM) techniques have been recognized to be useful alternatives to visual inspections or local non-destructive evaluations performed manually (Pandey and Biswas 1994; Natke and Cempel 1997; Farrar et al. 2001; Catbas et al. 2004; Fritzen 2005; Alvandi and Cremona 2006; Gao et al. 2007; Zang et al. 2007). When processing vibration data (recorded with, e.g., accelerometers), a major focus is on extracting modal parameters (modal frequencies and associated damping values and mode shapes) which characterize the dynamics of the structure. It has been widely acknowledged that changes in frequencies bear useful information for damage detection, and information on changes in mode shapes is mandatory for performing damage localization.

It is also widely recognized that the dynamics of large civil structures, such as bridges, is significantly affected by the ambient temperature and other environmental effects, such as changes in loads, boundary conditions, moisture, wind, etc. Typically temperature variations have a major effect on the stiffness and thus on the dynamics of the structure, whereas the humidity mainly affects its mass. Moreover, changes in modal parameters due to environmental effects can be larger than changes due to damages (Moorty and Roeder 1992; Cornwell et al. 1999; Alampalli 2000; Rohrmann et al. 2000; Peeters and De Roeck 2001; Kullaa 2003). This raises the issue of discriminating between changes in modal parameters due to damages and changes in modal parameters due to environmental effects. Handling environmental effects has recently become a major research issue for SHM. A number of methods have been designed for addressing those issues for different civil engineering application examples (Peeters et al. 2001; Golinval et al. 2004; Kullaa 2004; Steenackers and Guillaume 2005; Yan et al. 2005a,b).

Typical damage indicators used for SHM include modes, mode shape curvatures, transfer functions, autoregressive (AR) model coefficients, stiffness or flexibility matrix coefficients, etc. Those indicators generally result from the processing of measured data (identification) and depend on both the structural parameters and the environmental parameters. Most model-based approaches to the handling of the environmental parameters, and especially the temperature effect, involve a model of the effect of the temperature on the eigenfrequencies (modes) or other damage indicators. For example, an analytical model of the temperature-induced movements and associated stresses in a bridge has been proposed in Moorty and Roeder (1992), an AR model has been used for the temperature effect in Peeters and De Roeck (2001), and a linear adaptive filter has been proposed in Sohn et al. (1999).

The investigation performed for the large-scale Alamosa Canyon Bridge in New Mexico in Sohn et al. (1999) involves a linear adaptive filter. It has been found that the fundamental frequency has been modified by about 5% within a 1-day monitoring period, and this frequency is correlated with the temperature difference through the bridge deck. A simple linear filter, taking two time and two spatial temperature measurements as its inputs, has been used for modeling the variability of the frequencies over the day. A regression model has also been used for estimating the confidence interval of the frequencies for a new temperature profile. In
Rohrmann et al. (2000), the environmental effects on the eigenfrequencies identified on the West End Bridge in Berlin, Germany, has been investigated for over a 3-year period. A thermomechanical model describing the temperature effect has been proposed. A frequency shift proportional to the mean temperature of the bridge and to the temperature gradient has been observed, and the higher order modes have been found to be more affected by the temperature effect than the lower order modes. This approach requires the measurement of the temperature over the whole bridge at any time, which is difficult to transpose when it comes to handling other environmental effects. In Peeters and De Roeck (2001), a regression analysis of the identified frequencies over the temperature has been performed for the Z24 Bridge in Switzerland. A series of damages has been realized. The relation between the frequencies and the temperature has been found to be linear for positive temperatures (in °C) and nonlinear for negative ones due to the variability of the asphalt elastic moduli, which significantly affects the bridge stiffness (Wood 1992). An AR model has been identified using the bridge data associated with positive temperatures only. The prediction error, used as a damage indicator, succeeded in detecting the damage based on the first three frequencies.

In Kullaa (2003), factor analysis is used for deriving a relationship between the modes and the temperature. Basically factor analysis considers that the environmental effects are nonobservable and statistically independent variables, and performs a decomposition of the correlation matrix of monitored features. The damage indicator is a factor independent from the temperature (or the other environmental effects). This technique has been used for a crane vehicle, for which the five first eigenfrequencies compose the damage indicator. The method proposed in Vanlanduit et al. (2005) is of a similar kind. Two approaches are proposed in Deraemaeker et al. (2008). The first one consists in using modal filters for extracting damage indicators insensitive to the environmental parameters; the second consists in using factor analysis for eliminating the environmental effects from the damage indicator vector without measuring those effects; see also Kullaa (2004), Vanlanduit et al. (2005), and Yan et al. (2005a). The damage indicators are the eigenfrequencies, the mode shapes, and the Fourier transform of the output of modal filters used for reducing data measured with a large sensor array. The application example is a numerical model of a simulated bridge. The sensitivity of the damage indicators to noise levels, damages, and temperature gradients has been investigated for both approaches. The results from Kullaa (2003) and Deraemaeker et al. (2008) indicate that a factor analysis may help in performing damage detection without measuring the environmental parameters, provided that the dimension of the nonobservable vector is smaller than the dimension of the damage indicator vector.

A damage detection and localization method based on a subspace residual and $\chi^2$-type global and sensitivity tests has been proposed in Basseville et al. (2000, 2004) and successfully experimented on a variety of test cases (Mevel et al. 1999, 2003a,b; Peeters et al. 2003; Basseville et al. 2003). A subspace-based damage detection method inspired from that method has been proposed in Fritzen et al. (2003) for handling the temperature effect. The main idea consists in saving different reference signatures identified under different temperature conditions, and in applying the subspace-based detection algorithm to new data with a reference modal parameter updated according to the actual temperature value. This technique has been applied to a composite plate within a furnace with controlled temperature. The test values have been shown to remain nearly unchanged for safe condition under different temperature levels and to be highly sensitive to structural damages. However, this approach is limited by the number of reference modal signatures available at different temperatures.

The purpose of this paper is to propose two different extensions of the subspace-based damage detection algorithm in Basseville et al. (2004), which address the above issues for handling the temperature effect, and to investigate their relevance when applied to a laboratory test case. The rationale for the two extensions is the following. The subspace-based residual involves the null space of a matrix (observability matrix) built on reference modes and mode shapes identified on the safe structure at a specific and known temperature. When processing data that will be recorded later at a different temperature that is also assumed to be known, it is mandatory to update the null space to account for possible modal changes due to temperature effects. This is achievable either by updating the stiffness matrix, thanks to a thermal model, and computing the associated modes and mode shapes, or by updating directly the modes and mode shapes using a semi-analytic approach. This is the first extension. The second extension handles the temperature effect as a nuisance parameter. A model of the temperature effect developed by some of the writers is used together with a statistical nuisance rejection approach, for deriving an extended $\chi^2$ test performing the rejection of the temperature effect seen as a nuisance for monitoring.

The paper is organized as follows. First, the key components of the subspace-based vibration monitoring algorithms are summarized. Second, an analytical model of the temperature effect on the modal properties is described for an Euler-Bernoulli beam, and analytical expressions for thermal sensitivities of the modal parameters are provided. Then, the handling of the temperature effect with the subspace-based approach is investigated and the two methods of temperature-adjusted subspace detection and temperature rejection, respectively, are proposed. Next, a laboratory test case is described, and numerical results obtained with these two new algorithms are reported. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

Subspace-Based Detection

Some of the writers have advocated a subspace-based algorithm for modal monitoring. The key components of this algorithm are now recalled.

Subspace-Based Residual

It is well known (Juang 1994; Ewins 2000) that the continuous-time model of interest for vibration-based structural analysis and monitoring is of the form

$$ M \ddot{Z}(t) + C \dot{Z}(t) + K Z(t) = v(t) $$

where $M, C, K =$ mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively; $Z(t) =$ displacement vector at time $t$; and the unmeasured input force $v(t) =$ stationary white noise. In case of colored input excitation, the corresponding poles are generally highly damped and can easily be separated from structural modes. The nonstationary case is analyzed in Benveniste and Mevel (2007). Moreover, the modes $\mu$ and mode shapes $\Psi_\mu$ are solutions of

$$ \det(\mu^2 M + \mu C + K) = 0, \quad (\mu^2 M + \mu C + K) \Psi_\mu = 0 $$

It is also well known that, because of Eq. (1), vibration-based structural monitoring boils down to the problem of monitoring the
eigenstructure of the state transition matrix $F$ of a discrete-time linear dynamic system

$$
X_{k+1} = FX_k + V_{k+1} \\
Y_k = HX_k
$$

(3)

namely the pair $(\lambda, \Phi_k)$ solution of

$$
\det(F - \lambda I) = 0, \quad (F - \lambda I)\Phi_k = 0
$$

(4)

Actually, matrix $F$ is related to the physical parameters $M, C, K$ through

$$
F = e^{tC}, \quad L = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & I \\ -M^{-1}K & -M^{-1}C \end{bmatrix}
$$

where $\tau$ is sampling interval. The relation to the continuous-time eigenstructure (2) is $\lambda = e^{i\mu}$ and $\Phi_k = H\Phi_k$ contains the observed components of $\Psi_\mu$. Let the $(\lambda, \Phi_k)$'s be stacked into

$$
\Theta = \begin{bmatrix} \Lambda \\ \vec{\Phi} \end{bmatrix}
$$

(5)

where $\Lambda$ = vector whose elements are the $\lambda$'s; $\Phi$ = matrix whose columns are the $\phi$'s; and $\vec{\Phi}$ = column stacking operator.

It is assumed that a reference parameter $\theta_0$ is available, identified on data recorded on the reference (undamaged) system. Given a new data sample, the detection problem is to decide whether it is still well described by $\theta_0$, or not. The subspace-based detection algorithm, a solution to that problem proposed in Basseville et al. (2000, 2004), builds on a residual associated with the output-only covariance-driven subspace-based identification algorithm.

This algorithm consists in computing the singular value decomposition of

$$
\mathcal{H}_{p+1,q}^0 = \begin{bmatrix} \hat{R}_0^0 & \hat{R}_1^0 & \cdots & \hat{R}_{q-1}^0 \\ \hat{R}_0^1 & \hat{R}_1^1 & \cdots & \hat{R}_{q-1}^1 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \hat{R}_0^{p+1} & \hat{R}_1^{p+1} & \cdots & \hat{R}_{q-1}^{p+1} \end{bmatrix}
$$

(6)

(the empirical Hankel matrix filled with correlations computed on reference data corresponding to the undamaged structure state). Let $\theta_0$ be the identified parameter. It can be characterized as follows (Basseville et al. 2000). Let $C_{p+1}(\Theta)$ be the observability matrix written in the modal basis, namely

$$
C_{p+1}(\Theta) = \begin{bmatrix} \Phi \\ \Phi\Delta \\ \vdots \\ \Phi\Delta^p \end{bmatrix}
$$

(7)

where $\Delta = \text{diag}(\Lambda)$ and $\Lambda$ and $\Phi$ are as in Eq. (5). Then, if the orthonormal matrix $S$ is in the null space of the observability matrix associated with the reference condition, that is

$$
S^T C_{p+1}(\Theta_0) = 0
$$

(8)

then it must also be in the null space of the Hankel matrix filled with correlations of the data taken from the reference model, namely

$$
S^T \mathcal{H}_{p+1,q}^0 = 0
$$

(9)

Thus $\mathcal{H}$ and $\Theta$ should have the same left null space. Note that matrix $S$ in Eq. (8) depends implicitly on $\Theta$ and is not unique; nevertheless it can be treated as a function $S(\Theta)$ (Basseville et al. 2000).

Let $\mathcal{H}_{p+1,q}$ be the empirical Hankel matrix filled with correlations of new data from the (possibly damaged) system. To check whether a damage has occurred, in other words if the new data are still well described by the reference parameter $\theta_0$, the idea is to check whether this new matrix $\mathcal{H}_{p+1,q}$ has the same left null space. For this purpose, a subspace-based residual is defined as

$$
\zeta_n^{\Theta}(\Theta_0) = \sqrt{n} \vec{\zeta} = \sqrt{n} \vec{S}(\Theta_0)^T \mathcal{H}_{p+1,q}
$$

(10)

where $n$ is sample size.

$\chi^2$ Test for Global Modal Monitoring

Testing if $\Theta = \Theta_0$ holds true or not, or equivalently deciding that the residual $\zeta_n^{\Theta}(\Theta_0)$ is significantly different from zero, requires the probability distribution of $\zeta_n^{\Theta}(\Theta_0)$ which is generally unknown. A possible approach to circumvent this situation is the statistical local approach on which tests between the two hypotheses are assumed to be close to each other, namely

$$
H_0: \Theta = \Theta_0 \quad \text{and} \quad H_1: \Theta = \Theta_0 + \delta \Theta / \sqrt{n}
$$

(11)

where vector $\delta \Theta$ is unknown, but fixed. For large $n$, hypothesis $H_1$ corresponds to small deviations in $\Theta$. Define the mean sensitivity:

$$
\mathcal{J}(\Theta_0) = -1 / \sqrt{n} \partial \vec{\zeta} \partial \Theta_0 |_{\Theta = \Theta_0}
$$

and the covariance matrix:

$$
\Sigma(\Theta_0) = \lim_{n \rightarrow \infty} \mathbb{E}_{\Theta_0}[\zeta_n^{\Theta}(\Theta_0)^2] - \epsilon_n(\Theta_0)
$$

Then, provided that $\Sigma(\Theta_0)$ is positive definite, and for all $\delta \Theta$, the residual $\zeta_n^{\Theta}(\Theta_0)$ in Eq. (10) is asymptotically Gaussian distributed under both hypotheses in Eq. (11) on $\Theta$ (Basseville 1998), that is

$$
\zeta_n^{\Theta}(\Theta_0) \sim \mathcal{N}[\mathcal{J}(\Theta_0) \delta \Theta, \Sigma(\Theta_0)]
$$

(12)

Thus a deviation $\delta \Theta$ in the system parameter $\Theta$ is reflected into a change in the mean value of the residual $\zeta_n^{\Theta}(\Theta_0)$. Matrices $\mathcal{J}(\Theta_0)$ and $\Sigma(\Theta_0)$, which depend on neither $n$ nor $\delta \Theta$, can be estimated prior to testing, using data on the reference system. Consistent estimates $\mathcal{J}(\Theta_0)$ and $\Sigma(\Theta_0)$ of $\mathcal{J}(\Theta_0)$ and $\Sigma(\Theta_0)$ write as follows (Basseville et al. 2004; Zhang and Basseville 2003):

$$
\mathcal{J}(\Theta_0) = [I_N \otimes S(\Theta_0)^T] [I_N \otimes C_{p+1,q}^0 (\Theta_0)] [I_N \otimes C_{p+1,q}^0 (\Theta_0)]^T [I_N \otimes S(\Theta_0)^T]
$$

$$
\Sigma(\Theta_0) = \left[ \begin{array}{ccc} \Lambda_1^{(p)} \otimes \varphi_1 & 0 & \Lambda_1^{(p)} \otimes I_r \\ 0 & \ddots & \ddots \\ 0 & \Lambda_m^{(p)} \otimes \varphi_m & 0 & \Lambda_m^{(p)} \otimes I_r \end{array} \right]
$$

$$
\Lambda_i^{(p)} = (1, \lambda_i, \lambda_i^2, \ldots, \lambda_i^p), \quad 1 \leq i \leq m
$$

$$
\Lambda_i^{(p)} = (0, 1, 2\lambda_i, \ldots, p\lambda_i^{p-1}), \quad 1 \leq i \leq m
$$

$$
\hat{\Sigma}(\Theta_0) = 1/K \ell \sum_{k=1}^K \zeta_n^{\Theta}(\Theta_0)^2, \quad n = K \ell
$$

(13)

(14)
Assume that $\mathcal{J}(\theta_0)$ is full column rank. [Typically, the rank of $\mathcal{J}(\theta)$ is equal to the dimension of $\theta$, namely the number of modes plus the number of mode shapes times the number of sensors.] Then, deciding whether residual $\zeta_s(\theta_0)$ is significantly different from zero, stated as testing between the two hypotheses in Eq. (11), can be achieved with the aid of the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) test. The GLR test computes the log-likelihood ratio of the distributions of the residual $\zeta_s(\theta_0)$ under each of the hypotheses in Eq. (11). Since both distributions are Gaussian, as displayed in Eq. (12), the GLR test in that case writes

$$\sup_{\theta \neq 0} \left\{ -\left[ \zeta_s(\theta_0) - \mathcal{J}(\theta_0) \delta \theta \right]^{\top} \Sigma^{-1}(\theta_0) \left[ \zeta_s(\theta_0) - \mathcal{J}(\theta_0) \delta \theta \right] + \zeta_s(\theta_0)^{\top} \Sigma^{-1}(\theta_0) \zeta_s(\theta_0) \right\}$$

This boils down to the following $\chi^2$-test statistics:

$$\chi^2(\theta_0) = \zeta_s(\theta_0)^{\top} \Sigma^{-1}(\theta_0) \mathcal{J}(\theta_0) \times \left[ -\left( \mathcal{J}(\theta_0)^{\top} \Sigma^{-1}(\theta_0) \mathcal{J}(\theta_0) \right)^{-1} \mathcal{J}(\theta_0)^{\top} \Sigma^{-1}(\theta_0) \zeta_s(\theta_0) \right]$$

which should be compared to a threshold. In what follows, the $\zeta_s$ above $\mathcal{J}$ and $\Sigma$ and the index $n$ when clear from context are dropped for simplicity.

The test $\chi^2(\theta_0)$ is asymptotically $\chi^2$-distributed with rank($\mathcal{J}$) degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter $\delta \theta^{\top} F(\theta_0) \delta \theta$, where $F(\theta_0)$ is the asymptotic Fisher information on $\theta_0$ contained in $\zeta_s(\theta_0)$.

$$F(\theta_0) = \mathcal{J}(\theta_0)^{\top} \Sigma(\theta_0)^{-1} \mathcal{J}(\theta_0)$$

### $\chi^2$ Tests for Focused Monitoring

Focusing the monitoring on some subsets of components of the parameter vector $\theta$ is of interest for many purposes. For example, it may be desirable to monitor a specific mode $\lambda$ and the associated mode shape $\varphi \lambda$. For this purpose, and without loss of generality, let $\theta$, $\mathcal{J}$, and $F$ be partitioned as

$$\theta = \begin{pmatrix} \theta_a \\ \theta_b \end{pmatrix}, \quad \mathcal{J} = \begin{pmatrix} \mathcal{J}_a & \mathcal{J}_b \end{pmatrix}, \quad F = \begin{pmatrix} F_{aa} & F_{ab} \\ F_{ba} & F_{bb} \end{pmatrix}$$

$$= \begin{pmatrix} \mathcal{J}_a^{\top} \Sigma^{-1} \mathcal{J}_a & \mathcal{J}_a^{\top} \Sigma^{-1} \mathcal{J}_b \\ \mathcal{J}_b^{\top} \Sigma^{-1} \mathcal{J}_a & \mathcal{J}_b^{\top} \Sigma^{-1} \mathcal{J}_b \end{pmatrix}$$

For deciding between $\delta \theta_a = 0$ and $\delta \theta_a \neq 0$, two approaches may be used (Basseville 1997).

The **sensitivity approach** assumes $\theta_a = 0$ and consists in projecting the deviations in $\delta \theta_a$ onto the subspace generated by the components $\delta \theta_a$. This results in $\chi^2(\delta \theta_a) = \zeta_s^{\top} \Sigma^{-1} \zeta_s$, where

$$\zeta_s = \mathcal{J}_a^{\top} \Sigma^{-1} \zeta$$

is the **partial residual**. Note that $\chi^2(\delta \theta_a)$ might be sensitive to a change in $\theta_b$, which is a limitation in the actual focusing capability of that test and that, for $a \neq b$, residuals $\zeta_a$ and $\zeta_b$ are correlated (Basseville 1997).

The **min-max approach** consists in viewing parameter $\delta \theta_b$ as a nuisance, and rejecting it by replacing it in the likelihood with its least favorable value. This results in this test

$$\chi^2 = \zeta_s^{\top} \Sigma^{-1} \zeta_s$$

where the robust residual $\zeta_s$ is defined by

$$\zeta_s = \mathcal{J}_a^{\top} F_{ab}^{-1} F_{bb}^T F_{ba}$$

and where $F_{ab} = F_{aa} - F_{ab} F_{bb}^{-1} F_{ba}$. Note that $\zeta_s$ is the residual from the regression of the partial residual $\tilde{\zeta}_s$ in $\delta \theta_a$ on the partial residual $\tilde{\zeta}_b$ in $\delta \theta_b$ (nuisance). Under both hypotheses in Eq. (11), test statistics $\chi^2$ is $\chi^2$-distributed with $L_a$ degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter $\delta \theta_a^{\top} F(\theta_0) \delta \theta_a$ under $\delta \theta_a = 0$ and for all $\delta \theta_b$. This property makes the residual $\zeta_s$ and the associated $\chi^2$-test $\chi^2$, good candidates for performing the desired monitoring focused on $\theta_a$.

### Thermal Effect Modeling

We now introduce the key steps in modeling the temperature effect on the laboratory test case used in the application section. Assuming an Euler-Bernoulli beam and neglecting rotating inertia, the eigenproblem governing the vibrations of a clamped planar beam, axially prestressed, is given by the following equations (Gérardin and Rixen 1997):

$$E I \frac{d^4 w(x)}{dx^4} - N_0 \frac{d^2 w(x)}{dx^2} - \rho A \omega^2 w(x) = 0$$

$$w(x)|_{x=0,L} = 0, \quad \frac{dw(x)}{dx} \bigg|_{x=0,L} = 0$$

Here $\omega$ = eigenpulsation and $w(x)$ = corresponding transversal displacement. The relation with the discrete-time mode and mode shape in Eq. (4) and continuous-time mode in Eq. (2) is

$$\omega = \tau \arctan \left\{ \frac{\mathcal{J}(\lambda)}{2N(\lambda)} \right\} = \mathcal{J}(\mu)$$

$$w = w_\lambda = \Phi_\lambda$$

In Eq. (21), $E$, $I$, $\rho$, and $A$ denote Young’s modulus, the inertia momentum of the cross section, the density, and cross-sectional area, respectively (all assumed constant). $N_0$ = quasistatic axial preload given by

$$N_0 = E A e(x)$$

$$e(x) = e_0 - \alpha \delta T$$

$$\delta T = T_0(x) - T_0$$

In Eq. (24), $e_0$ = mechanical strain; $T_0$ = current temperature; $T_0$ = reference temperature for which there is no stress (corresponding to the temperature just before the tightening beam ends); and $\alpha$ denotes the thermal expansion coefficient. It is important to note that $N_0$ remains spatially constant—even though a temperature gradient might exist along the beam—because no external axial body forces nor axial surface tractions are present during the experiments (in particular, gravity effects are negligible). Thus, only one measure at a given point is necessary. This is obtained by thermally compensated strain gauges, yielding a direct measure of $e(x) = N_0 / EA$.

### Updating the Modal Parameters

It can be shown that the eigenproblem in Eq. (21) yields an infinite number of solutions for $\omega_\ell \ (\ell = 1, \ldots, \infty)$, given by the characteristic equation (Bokaian, 1988).
The sensitivity with respect to the temperature \( T \) is then obtained from \( \delta N_0 = -E \alpha_0 \delta T \), which results from Eqs. (23) and (24). From Eq. (31) and Basseville et al. (2004), it is deduced that the sensitivity of the \( \ell \)th component (mode) of the parameter \( \theta \) with respect to the temperature \( T \) writes

\[
\frac{\partial \mathcal{J}_{\theta T}}{\partial \theta} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial E \alpha_0 \delta T}{\partial \theta} \\
\frac{\partial \mathcal{J}_{\theta T}}{\partial \theta}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

The sensitivity matrix (actually, a vector) of the modal parameter \( \theta \) with respect to the temperature \( T \) has \( m \) components of the Form (32). The other components of \( \mathcal{J}_{\theta T} \) are equal to zero since the prestress effects upon the mode shapes are negligible, at least for the temperatures considered during the experiment (see 3), and are thus neglected in what follows. Therefore \( \mathcal{J}_{\theta T} \) writes

\[
\mathcal{J}_{\theta T} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
\tau E \alpha \int_0^L (dw_{\ell}/dx)^2 dx \\
2 \omega_\ell^2 \int_0^L w_{\ell}^2 dx
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

Two Analytical Approaches to Temperature Handling

In this section, two analytical approaches are proposed for handling the temperature effect in vibration-based SHM within the framework of the subspace-based detection algorithm [Eqs. (10) and (13)–(15)]. The first approach updates the null space \( S \) in Eq. (8) to account for possible modal changes due to temperature
The idea is to update the modal parameter using Eq. (28) and where the matrix in Eq. (28) is defined as

\[ S^*(\theta_T)C_{p+1}(\theta_T) = 0 \]  

Then, filling the empirical Hankel matrix [Eq. (6)] with the correlation matrices of the new data, the residual is computed as

\[ \zeta_n(\theta_T) = \sqrt{n} \text{vec}[S^*(\theta_T)\hat{H}_{p+1,n}] \]  

and the proposed temperature-adjusted damage detection test \( \chi^2_n(\theta_T) \) is computed as in Eq. (15).

### Temperature-Adjusted Null Space Detection

Having recorded both a new data sample \( (Y_\ell)_{\ell=1,...,n} \) from the (possibly damaged) system and the corresponding temperature \( T \), the idea is to update the modal parameter using Eq. (28), then to compute \( O_{p+1}(\theta_T) \) from Eq. (7) and the adjusted null space \( S(\theta_T) \) such that

\[ S^*(\theta_T)C_{p+1}(\theta_T) = 0 \]  

performed in the analysis reported in Basseville et al. (2006)]. A pair of aluminum strain gauges with thermal compensation is also bonded on the beam. The half sum of both strains gives a direct measure of the actual axial prestress (divided by Young’s modulus), without requiring any temperature measurement. This measurement is of primary importance for the method using a temperature-adjusted null space. Some temperature sensors have also been used in order to check that gauge measurements are closely related to thermal variations.

Tests are carried out inside the climatic chamber, first by stabilizing the ambient temperature for 1 h and then cooling down for 17 h with a slope of \(-1^\circ C/h\). The beam is acoustically excited by a loudspeaker with a white noise input. Strains and temperature measurements are saved every second. Acceleration measurements are automatically triggered every 30 min for 600 s with a sampling frequency of 1,280 Hz, which is sufficient for Modes 1-4 (the fourth frequency is below 500 Hz).

An example of experimental results is displayed in Fig. 2. It clearly shows that prestress and thus frequencies increase as temperature decreases with time (note that prestress is taken positive when tensile). At the end of the test, the first frequency has been increased by about 16%. Modes 2, 3, and 4 (not shown here) have been increased by about 8, 5, and 3%, respectively. Axial prestress has thus a stronger effect for lower frequencies, which is consistent with known results (Bokaian 1988). As displayed in Fig. 3, the effect of the axial prestress on the first four mode

### Rej...
shapes is hardly visible, and thus negligible, at least for the temperatures considered during the experiment. Hence the assumption made above on mode shapes unaffected by the prestress is valid in the present case. As for the damping coefficients, it is well known that they are subject to a larger uncertainty than the frequencies (Gersch 1974). It may happen that this uncertainty encompasses the temperature effects, but no knowledge is available about that.

Finally, two sets of experiments are performed, for the safe and damaged cases, respectively. In each set, 37 temperature scenarios are undertaken, and each scenario is repeated 10 times (one scenario every 30 min). The effect of a horizontal clamped spring attached to the beam plays the role of a local nondestructive damage. Indeed, the presence of the spring slightly modifies the frequencies, as a damage would do, causing an additional offset that is nearly constant throughout the experiment. This damage may be tuned by increasing the stiffness and/or the spring attachment point. In this experiment, the spring is located at $L/5$ and its stiffness is about $k=4,000 \text{ N} \cdot \text{m}^{-1}$. This choice has been designed from a finite-element model in order to give slight deviations (less than 1%) from the no-spring (safe) case. Note that the finite-element model used is simplified as a beam-spring system (the workbench is not accounted for). Experimental deviations of Modes 1–4 are about +0.8, +0.4, −0.1, and −0.2% respectively. Though weak, the deviations for Modes 3 and 4 are slightly negative. This is probably due to the mechanical coupling of the beam with the spring bracket, which has a non-negligible flexibility compared to the workbench (this bracket is connected to the workbench and is not accounted for either in the finite-element model). Fig. 4 shows how the first four frequencies are affected by the temperature scenarios, under both safe (blue) and damaged (red) conditions. In that theory, the prebending effects have been neglected upon dynamics, which is acceptable for experiments because cooling has been chosen instead of heating in order to avoid any prebuckling bending.

**Implementation Issues**

Some comments are in order on the selection of the key parameters and the computation of the key matrices for each of the two proposed methods. The reference parameter vector $\Phi_0$, the null space $S(\Phi_0)$ in Eq. (8), and the key matrices $\hat{S}(\Phi_0)$ in Eq. (13) and $\hat{\Sigma}(\Phi_0)$ in Eq. (14) for the global test [Eqs. (10) and (15)] are estimated on the 10 realizations of the first scenario corresponding to a thermal constraint approximately equal to 20 $\mu\text{m}/\text{m}$. The computations in Eqs. (28) and (33), for the modal updating and sensitivities, respectively, have been made with the following values of beam thickness and length: $h=0.01 \text{ m}$ and $L=1 \text{ m}$ (depth: $b=0.03 \text{ m}$). Young’s modulus and density are $E=6.95\times10^3 \text{ Pa}$ and $\rho=2,700 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^{-3}$. Those characteristics have been experimentally checked with static bending tests and also by comparing theoretical and experimental free eigenfrequencies.

**Temperature-Adjusted Subspace Detection**

Based on the temperature measurement for the current scenario, the adjusted parameter $\Phi_F$ in Eq. (28) can be computed using the analytical model [Eqs. (25)–(27)]. Since the mode shapes are assumed constant, this provides us with the evolution with respect to $e(x)$ of the frequencies only.

In the experiment, the clamped boundary condition—obtained with tightening jaws—is not perfect, which explains a negative offset in the experimental frequencies compared with theory (less than 3%). As displayed in Fig. 4, the computed and identified first frequencies are different, under both safe and damaged conditions, respectively. Comparing the black plots with respect to the corresponding blue ones, the frequencies in Eq. (28) appear slightly biased, and the accuracy of $\Phi_F$ can only be assumed in the vicinity of $\Phi_0$. For this reason, based on an identified reference parameter $\Phi_0$, a modified parameter vector $\Phi_F$ is computed, which contains mode shape values, damping coefficients, and unbiased...
frequencies. Actually, assuming that the slope of the black plots in Fig. 4 is correct, a simple shift helps getting rid of the bias.

\[
(\forall \varepsilon) \quad \theta_T(\varepsilon) = \theta_0(\varepsilon_0) + \theta_T(\varepsilon_0)
\]

(38)

The proposed algorithm for the temperature-adjusted test based on the residual in Eq. (35) runs as follows. Having at hand a reference modal parameter \(\theta_0\) for the safe structure, and having recorded an \(n\)-size sample of new measurements \(Y\), namely for every realization of every temperature scenario:

- Compute the adjusted parameter vector \(\tilde{\theta}_T\) in Eq. (28) and update it into \(\tilde{\theta}_T\) from Eq. (38);
- Compute the observability matrix \(O(\tilde{\theta}_T)\) from Eq. (7) and the null space \(S(\tilde{\theta}_T)\) from Eq. (34);
- Compute the Hankel matrix in Eq. (6) and the residual in Eq. (35), namely \(Z_{\Delta}(\hat{\theta}_T) = n\text{vec}[S(\hat{\theta}_T)H]\);
- Compute the Jacobian matrix \(\hat{J}(\hat{\theta}_T)\) as in Eq. (13) and the covariance matrix \(\hat{\Sigma}(\hat{\theta}_T)\) as in Eq. (14); and
- Compute the \(\chi^2\) test:

\[
\chi_T^2(\hat{\theta}_T) = Z_{\Delta}(\hat{\theta}_T)\hat{\Sigma}^{-1}(\hat{\theta}_T)\hat{J}(\hat{\theta}_T)
\times[\hat{J}^T(\hat{\theta}_T)\hat{\Sigma}^{-1}(\hat{\theta}_T)\hat{J}(\hat{\theta}_T)]^{-1}\hat{J}^T(\hat{\theta}_T)\hat{\Sigma}^{-1}(\hat{\theta}_T)Z_{\Delta}(\hat{\theta}_T)
\]

(39)

**Temperature Rejection**

For each value of temperature shift \(\delta T\), \(N_0/EA\), and thus \(\varepsilon(x)\) in Eq. (23), is measured, and the \(\delta(\sigma^2)\)'s are computed from Eq. (31). The proposed algorithm runs as follows. Having at hand a long data sample for the safe structure and a reference modal parameter vector \(\theta_0\) identified on that data sample:
• Compute the observability matrix $O(\theta_0)$ from Eq. (7) and the null space $S(\theta_0)$ from Eq. (8);
• Compute the sensitivities with respect to $\theta_0$ and $T$, namely $\hat{J}(\theta_0)$ in Eq. (13), $\hat{J}_T(\theta_0)$ from Eq. (33), and $\hat{J}_T$ in Eq. (37);
• Compute the covariance $\hat{\Sigma}(\theta_0)$ in Eq. (14), and Fisher matrix $F$ in Eq. (16) for the entire parameter vector; and $F = F(\theta_0, T)$.

Then, having recorded an $n$-size sample of new measurements ($Y_k$), namely for every realization of every temperature scenario:
• Compute the Hankel matrix in Eq. (6) and the residual in Eq. (10), namely $\zeta(\theta_0) = \sqrt{\text{vec}[S(\theta_0)H^T]}$;

• Compute the robust residual as in Eq. (20), namely $\chi^2_{\text{robust}} = \chi^2_{\text{robust}}(\theta_0) - F_{\theta_0, T}F_T^{-1}\tilde{\chi}_T$, where the partial residuals $\tilde{\chi}_T$ are computed as in Eq. (18) and $F_{\theta_0, T}, F_T$ are submatrices of $F$ as in Eq. (17); and
• Compute the min-max $\chi^2$ test as in Eq. (19), namely

$$\chi^2_{\text{min-max}}(\theta_0) = \chi^2_{\text{min-max}}(\theta_0) = \text{vec}[S(\theta_0)T^2];$$

$$\chi^2_{\text{min-max}}(\theta_0) = \text{vec}[S(\theta_0)T^2];$$

Fig. 6. $\chi^2$ test [Eq. (39)] with temperature-adjusted null space

Fig. 7. $\chi^2$ test [Eq. (40)] with temperature rejection

Fig. 8. $\chi^2$ test [Eq. (40)]—Fig. 7 zoomed near $\theta_0$
Numerical Results

The results obtained on this test case with the global test [Eq. (15)] and the two new algorithms [Eqs. (39) and (40)] are displayed in Figs. 5–9 for the safe (blue) and damaged (red) cases. For all these figures, the test values on the Y-axis are plotted against the thermal constraint on the X-axis. Figs. 5–7 correspond to 25 scenarios with thermal constraints ranging approximately between 20 and 115 μm/m, and Fig. 8 corresponds to 11 scenarios with thermal constraints ranging between 20 and 65 μm/m. In all but the last figure, the left part displays the test values for the 10 repetitions of the 25 temperature scenarios, while the test values averaged over the 10 realizations of the same scenario are displayed in the right part. It should be obvious that 10 is too small a number for clearing out possible outliers; this is confirmed in Fig. 6 (right). The values of the global subspace-based χ² test in Eq. (15) are displayed in Fig. 5.

Temperature-Adjusted Subspace Detection

In Fig. 6, the values of the test [Eq. (39)] are displayed. Whereas in Fig. 5 (left), it is not possible to discriminate between the damaged and the undamaged values for the test [Eq. (15)]; in Fig. 6 (left) it is possible to set a threshold for separating the test values in the damaged and safe scenarios. Fig. 6 (right) provides us with the same information about the dispersion of the test values, which are much higher in the damaged case, as theoretically predicted. For the plots in Fig. 6 (right), ̂θ has been estimated on scenarios corresponding to the middle value ε(x)=71.497 μm/m. It should be noticed that the choice of ̂θ influences the behavior of the detection test.

Temperature Rejection

The values of the min-max χ² test [Eq. (40)] are displayed in Fig. 7 for all the scenarios. Fig. 8 displays a zoom near the upper values of the reference scenario ̂θ corresponding to a prestrain of ε(x)=20.344 μm/m. A better visualization of the comparative capabilities and limitations of the min-max χ² test [Eq. (40)] with respect to the global χ² test [Eq. (15)] is achieved in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9 (left), it appears that the min-max test is smaller than the global one, as expected, and thus less sensitive to small increases in ε(x). In Fig. 9 (right), it is seen that damage detection can be achieved for larger values of ε when using the min-max test than when using the global one. Actually, the range for ε(x) where the tests values under safe conditions can be separated from the values under damaged conditions extends from 40 μm/m for the global test to 65 μm/m for the min-max test. Fig. 9 (right) also shows that the nuisance rejection is only local, as predicted by the small deviation hypothesis, and fails when ε(x) too much deviates from the nominal value.

Comparison with Global Empirical Null Space Detection

The parametric algorithm proposed in this paper has been compared to a nonparametric approach to temperature handling which consists in using an empirical null space (Balmès et al. 2008). The following comments are in order. The two methods differ in two ways. In this paper, a parametric kernel is generated from a model, whereas for the nonparametric approach the kernel is learned from a collection of reference scenarios. The parametric kernel is expected to yield lower values for the safe scenario. The drawback is that one must know the value of ε(x) for each scenario, but there is no need for a training period. The second difference between the two methods is that the residual covariance is here computed for each scenario, and only once for the nonparametric method. The present approach is thus computationally more expensive. But it is also more robust with respect to changes in the excitation.

Conclusions

The problem of handling the temperature effect in vibration-based monitoring of civil engineering structures has been addressed. Two analytical approaches have been proposed, based on a subspace-based damage detection algorithm previously proposed by some of the writers and on a model of the temperature effect on the modal parameters. The first approach is based on a temperature-adjusted null space plugged into that damage detection algorithm. In the second approach, the temperature is seen as a nuisance effect, and the thermal model is used together with a statistical rejection approach to nuisance parameter handling. The relevance of the proposed algorithms has been illustrated on a laboratory test case within a climatic chamber.

The model of the temperature effect on the modal parameters considered in this article involves only an axial prestress, which is relevant for the application example. For more complex structures, thermal prestress in all directions should be taken into ac-
count and the model should be extended to a three-dimensional
temperature field. In such a case, a relevant parameterization for
the thermal model [here Eqs. (23) and (24)] should be selected,
and the problem of handling the thermal parameters as nuisance
parameters becomes more involved. Another issue for future re-
search is the validation on structures in-operation.
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Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:

- $A$ = cross-sectional area;
- $C$ = damping matrix;
- $E$ = Young’s modulus;
- $E$ = expectation operator;
- $F$ = Fisher information matrix;
- $F, H = 2m \times 2m$ state transition and $r \times 2m$
  observation matrices;
- $f$ = frequency (discrete-time model);
- $H_0$ = null hypothesis for $\Theta$;
- $H_1$ = alternative hypothesis for $\Theta$;
- $H_{p,q}$ = Hankel matrix, with $p$ block rows and $q$
  block columns;
- $I$ = inertia momentum of the beam cross section;
- $J$ = sensitivity matrix of $\xi$ with respect to $\delta \Theta$;
- $K, M$ = stiffness and mass matrices;
- $L$ = beam length;
- $N_0$ = quasi-static axial preload (in newton);
- $O_p$ = observability matrix, with $p$ block rows;
- $R_i$ = lag $i$ correlation matrix of $Y$;
- $S = (p+1) \cdot r$ orthogonal matrix;
- $T$ = temperature;
- $V_k, X_k$ = discrete-time state noise and state vector;
- $w$ = transversal displacement associated with $\omega$;
- $Y_k$ = discrete-time measurement vector;
- $\mathcal{Z}(t)$ = vector collecting the displacements of the
  degrees of freedom of the structure;
- $\alpha$ = thermal expansion coefficient;
- $\Delta, \Lambda$ = diagonal matrix and vector, respectively, filled
  with the $\lambda$'s;
- $\delta \Theta$ = deviation in $\Theta$;
- $e(x)$ = strain;
- $\xi, \tilde{\xi}, \hat{\xi}$ = residual, partial residual, and robust residual
  vectors;
- $\Theta, \theta$ = modal parameter vector and reference value;
- $\lambda, \mu$ = eigenvalue of $F$ and mode;
- $\rho$ = beam density;
- $\tau$ = sampling frequency;
- $\Sigma$ = covariance matrix of $\xi$;
- $\nu(t)$ = continuous-time state noise;
- $\phi_\lambda, \varphi_\lambda$ = eigenvector of $F$ associated with $\lambda$ and its
  observed components;
- $\chi^2_\theta, \chi^2_\theta, \chi^2_\theta$ = chi-square tests associated with $\xi_\theta, \tilde{\xi}_\theta, \hat{\xi}_\theta$,
  respectively;
- $\Phi = \text{matrix whose columns are the } \varphi_\lambda \text{'s};$
- $\Psi_\mu$ = mode shape associated with mode $\mu$;
- $\omega_\lambda$ = eigenpulsation of $\lambda$; and
- $\hat{A}$ = estimated value of a scalar, vector, or
  matrix $A$.
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